The scientific investigation of social interactions presents substantial and more consistent reporting of the results,more emphasis on theory-driven studies, 10 exploring interactions involving more than 2 agents and multiple aspects of coor-11 dination,and assessing and quantifying complementary coordinative mechanisms.
1 The review was accomplished by searching for "cross recurrence" and "crqa" on PubMed, Google Scholar and Web of Science (on October 1 st 2013) and then manually selecting the articles analyzing social interactions. We followed up on the bibliography of these articles to individuate further relevant ones. The resulting list counts 41 articles, 34 of which reporting empirical studies and the rest being reviews or method papers. To these we added 6 submitted, but not yet published papers. Examples of diagonal and vertical recurrence structure. The plots were generated using the CRP toolbox for Matlab [29] models, which are already widely used and very successful in capturing interper- 
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and quantifying coupling between two physical systems, above and beyond linear 145 methods including cross-correlation and spectral analysis [34] and LMAX, see [35] ).
151
Given the complexity often present in any system's behaviors, it is, however,
152
crucial that CRQA indexes are compared to an appropriate baseline, so to ensure 153 that the degree of coordination they express is indeed due to coupling between the 154 systems analyzed. A commonly employed baseline is the use of shuffled data, which an ideal baseline. Analogously, Konvalinka et al. [38] compares the levels of heart 173 rate coordination during a religious ritual with coordination before the ritual itself. of the description [54] . When pairs of participants were asked to actively discuss 253 pictures, the delay disappeared: they looked at the same elements at the same time
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[55]. In a third experiment, the researchers manipulated how much shared knowl-255 edge the participants had on the pictures to be discussed. Higher amount of shared 256 knowledge generated higher coordination in eye movement [56] . In a final study,
257
pairs of participants were presented with the same set of abstract shapes portrayed
258
in different orders and they had to alternate in directing each other so that the orders 259 would match. As the participants developed a common language to refer to these 260 shapes, their eye-movements became increasingly coordinated at lag 0, suggesting 261 that they sampled the world in increasingly similar and effective ways [57] . the parameters (RR and DiagProfile) [36] .
275
Up to now we have discussed how language facilitates motor coordination. How- aimed at improving social skills [67] .
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A few studies have also attempted to tackle the coordination of linguistic contents. when the difficulty of the task was increased, coordinative structures also increased. 2 The characters (including spaces) are converted to numbers, the embedding dimensions are set to 3, and the threshold to 0, to respect the categorical nature of the data. CRQA gives its best on more complex and noisy data, which make it easier to justify 386 its use. By more explicitly making CRQA one of the tools in the scientist's toolbox,
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arguing for its well-aimed use and showcasing its advantages over linear models for 388 complex noisy data, it will be easier to get it accepted in mainstream research. et al. [39, 61] are promising in these respects in that they systematically investigate aspects of coordination at once [84, 85] .
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This might seem at odd with the previous challenge (more theory-driven studies 454 to complement the explorative ones). We argue that it is possible to design a theory- develop the field. We believe that cumulative and theory-driven approaches,the analy-558 sis of complementarity,and more-than-two-agent interactions are some of the main 559 challenges CRQA is still facing in its application to the study of social interaction. 
